An erbium-doped, silica-based fiber laser was electronically tuned over two ranges from 1529.6 to 1533.3 nm and from 1543.8 to 1563.0 nm with more than 13 mW of maximum power. The tuning element was an intracavity acousto-optic modulator (Bragg cell) configured to feed back the first-order, frequency-shifted deflected beam. The maximum optical/acoustic tuning coefficient was -15 nm/MHz.
Erbium-doped single-mode fibers are stimulating interest as amplifiers and laser sources for fiber communications because of their high-gain optical transition near 1.55 Am. Specifically, this transition consists of a series of mostly homogeneously broadened fluorescence lines, with two main peaks near 1.53 and 1.56 Am. 1 Recent reports have demonstrated tunability of erbium-doped fiber lasers by incorporating a rotatable grating or a grating with a rotatable mirror 2 ' 3 or by utilizing a variable coupler in a ring cavity configuration. 4 In this Letter we report the tuning of such a source by using an all-electronic wavelength control system with increased stability and flexibility.
The use of an intracavity acousto-optic modulator (AOM) for electronic wavelength selection was first demonstrated in an organic dye laser. 5 Such a system has more recently produced optical pulses 6 but can also operate in a swept continuous-wave mode. 7 A Bragg cell has also recently been used in an externalcavity configuration to tune a semiconductor diodelaser transition at 1.3,um. 8 In this Letter we describe the use of an AOM in this unusual cavity configuration to tune electronically an erbium-doped fiber laser, which is the first application to our knowledge of such an electronic tuning method to a transition in a rareearth-doped fiber. The experimental configuration used is illustrated in Fig. 1 . An argon-ion laser operating at X = 514.5 nm was coupled into an erbium-doped fiber, using an 18X objective. The input endface of the fiber, polished at 900 to the fiber axis, acted as one laser-cavity end mirror with a 4% power-reflection coefficient. The signal output from the other end of the fiber, which was polished at a 150 angle to prevent feedback, was collimated by a 1oX objective and sent into an 80-MHz AOM. The first-order deflected beam (deflection efficiency of 60% at 1.5 gim) was reflected back into the fiber by a 99% flat reflector. All photons circulating in the cavity experienced a frequency shift of twice the acoustic frequency per round trip, which, in theory, replaces the usual longitudinal cavity modes with frequency-chirped modes. 9 The laser output power was measured in the backward direction through a dichroic mirror by a germanium photodetector with a GaAs wafer added to filter out any stray pump light. For convenience, the spectrum was measured by a 0.1-nmresolution spectrum analyzer, using the undeflected beam from the AOM.
The erbium-doped fiber (provided by GTE) had a concentration of a few hundred parts in 106, a core radius of 3.41 gim, aluminum and phosphorus codopants, and a length of 5.0 m. It was pumped with a maximum of 830 mW (actual launched power) at X = 514.5 nm. With the AOM off, the fiber produced, when pumped at full power, the fluorescence spectrum shown in Fig. 2 with an output power of 2.75 mW.
This spectrum demonstrates the typical doublepeaked erbium line, with the longer-wavelength peak being much broader. With the AOM operating and with the feedback system adjusted to produce maximum power, this laser produced a typical linear power curve with a threshold of 350 mW as shown in Fig. 3 . The maximum output power was 13.5 mW at 830 mW of launched pump power for a slope efficiency of 2.8%.
To demonstrate electronic tuning, a variable rf sinusoidal source, amplified to 6 W, was applied to the AOM. With the acoustic frequency at 80 MHz and without any feedback mirror in place, the Bragg cell angle was adjusted to give maximum deflected power into the first-order frequency-downshifted beam. The flat feedback mirror was then added to the system and adjusted to give a maximum laser output power in the backward direction of 13.5 mW. As configured, this cavity produced, for each round trip, a downshift in frequency of 160 MHz or, equivalently, an upshift in wavelength of _1.25 X 10-3 nm. A combination of the data from Fig. 4 and power measurements produced the tuning curve shown in Fig. 5 . For the shorter-wavelength line, the maximum power of 13.5 mW occurred at 1532.6 nm with a FWHM tuning range of only 2 nm. The longer-wavelength line's maximum power of 13.2 mW occurred near 1557.5 nm with a much broader FWHM tuning range of -14.5 nm. Each individual laser line measured between 0.3 and 1.0 nm, in width (FWHM) for all acoustic frequencies, depending on the power level and the corresponding saturation of the gain medium.
To understand and extend the demonstrated tuning ranges, it is helpful to determine the mechanisms that define the tuning system passband. For this purpose we include the entire portion of the setup to the right of the angled fiber end in Fig. 2 (the 1oX objective, the AOM, and the flat feedback mirror) in the tuning system. For any given wavelength, we define a transmission coefficient as the fraction of power emitted from the fiber that, after passing through the tuning system, is recoupled into the fiber. The FWHM of a plot of this transmission coefficient versus wavelength is defined as the tuning system passband. One component of this passband is the single-pass optical bandwidth of the AOM. However, with an optical beam radius of -1 mm and an acoustic transducer size of 6 cm, the AOM alone has a theoretical 'bandwidth in excess of 100 nm. This is too broad to explain the tuning range observed. Instead, the tuning system passband is limited by the angular wavelength discrimination produced by the use of the flat feedback mirror and the aperturing effect of the fiber core. For a given acoustic frequency, one wavelength component Xi is exactly at its Bragg angle 01 and is most ideally deflected to the flat mirror and coupled back into the fiber. Some other wavelength X 2 , which is AX = X 2 -Xi away from this center wavelength, is incident upon the Bragg cell at an angle AO _= 0 1 (AX/X 1 ) away from its Bragg angle. This X 2 component is in error by 2A0 with respect to the Xi path after its first pass through the AOM and by 4A0 after the return pass. For a pass through an objective lens of focal length f, an angular error of 4A0 introduces a translation of 4fAO at the focal plane of the lens where the fiber is located, resulting in a reduction of coupling into the fiber. For example, a translation of 0.83wo (where w 0 is the beam amplitude spot radius) reduces the coupling to one half of its maximum value.
In our case, at a wavelength of 1.55 gim the Bragg angle at an acoustic frequency of 80 MHz was 01 = 19.5 mrad, the spot radius in the fiber was w 0 _ 4.8 gm, and the focal length of the 1OX objective was f = 15 mm. With these parameters, our calculated tuning system passband was 10.6 nm wide, in agreement with our experimental observation that, for certain acoustic frequencies, two peaks oscillated simultaneously 10 nm apart. Use of a longer-focal-length objective lens would decrease the system passband and increase the tuning range into the 10-nm gap of Fig. 5 , but numerical aperture mismatches would result in higher cavity losses. Replacing the flat feedback mirror with a properly selected curved feedback mirror would remove the angular error described above, leading to poorer tuning capabilities. The observed maximum tuning coefficient of -15 nm/MHz is less than the expected value of -20 nm/ MHz if the laser line moved as rapidly as the tuning system passband. The dashed lines in Fig. 4 represent the 10.6-nm tuning system passband for all acoustic frequencies with a slope of -20 nm/MHz and positioned to be consistent with the major portion of the observed tuning range. If the gain curve were completely flat over the tuning system passband for all acoustic frequencies, the tuning coefficient would be -20 nm/MHz. However, the erbium gain curve varies considerably over any 10.6 nm width, so that the wavelength experiencing maximum gain (including saturated gain medium, tuning system transmission, and losses) and hence the laser wavelength cannot completely follow the tuning system. Since the erbium fluorescence line near 1.53 gm is steeply sloped near its peak, its tuning range is correspondingly narrow (only 2 nm FWHM). It is easily confirmed that a narrower tuning system passband produces a larger tuning coefficient. Observations for three tuning systems with different objective lenses showed that for 20X (passband 18 nm), 1oX (passband 10.6 nm), and 5X (passband 6.5 nm) objectives the peak tuning coefficients were -9, -15, and -19 nm/MHz, respectively, with corresponding increasing tuning ranges.
A variety of system modifications could be used to extend the observed tuning ranges. Reduction of cavity losses either by adding a dichroic mirror at the fiber input end to increase signal reflection near 1.55,gm or by using a more efficient AOM would permit laser operation over a larger range of wavelengths. Increasing the gain by increasing the pump power or using a more efficient pump band of erbium would have the same effect. The pump band used was convenient for a first demonstration but is inefficient as it suffers from excited-state absorption, unlike other bands such as X = 1.49 gim. Finally, a narrower-passband tuning system would provide greater wavelength selectivity with increased tuning rates and ranges. Preliminary observations of systems with such improvements indicate that higher power levels with tuning ranges greater than 50 nm can reasonably be expected. A more compact embodiment of this system with a narrower tuning system passband should be possible by using an all-fiber-optic frequency shifter. 1 0 We have demonstrated the electronic tuning of an erbium-doped fiber laser. The use of an AOM and a flat feedback mirror provides an easy method for tuning across the erbium fluorescence line without requiring any mechanical adjustments. The ease and versatility of this tuning method make it of practical value both for understanding the spectral characteristics of erbium-doped fibers and for a variety of tuning applications.
